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Marketing Planning – It’s a Process 

 

The exercise of preparing a marketing plan is valuable in helping you understand how your business 

will operate in the marketplace.  Many small businesses take a disorganized or haphazard approach to 

their marketing efforts, and as a result, they fail to capitalize on prime opportunities to sell.  According 

to the Small Business Administration, the process of creating a marketing plan involves three steps:  

1. An analysis of the firm’s internal and external environments 

2. A decision on a “Unique Selling Point to emphasize the product and service 

3. The selection of action plans to reach the targeted customer base 

A good marketing plan should answer the following questions: 

 What is the condition of the operation now? 

 What do we want the operation to be like in the future? 

 How do we reach our goals? 

 How do we know goals have been reached?  
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Develop a Marketing Strategy and Write it down. 

Your marketing plan must be written out.  It is too easy for a mental plan to shift as the situation 

changes.  A written marketing plan is valuable because of the information you collect and the 

knowledge you acquire during the planning process.  The written plan is a working document and can 

be modified over time as market conditions change.  

Competitive Analysis  

A market or competitive analysis does not have to be extensive. A quick review of your company’s 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats will help in identifying internal and external factors 

that affect performance.  Identification of SWOTs is important because they can be quite informative 

on steps needed to achieve objectives such as a executing a comprehensive advertising campaign. 
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Position in the Marketplace 

 

We can get a lot of inspiration by looking at role models and competitors in our backyard as well as 

learn from national brand products.  Take a closer look at the important partners and competitors that 

can easily be identified and consider their differences and similarities.  Where are they advertising? 

What is different about their product or service? What types of organizations do they sponsor? 

Mapping key competitors, stakeholders and potential partnerships may also help understand market 

share and give you clues on how to successfully compete.     

 

Product Knowledge and Differentiation  
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Product Differentiation is a process of distinguishing a product or service from others, often to make it 

more attractive to a particular target market.  Differentiation can be a key to effective marketing.       

By clarifying the difference between features, benefits and value, marketers can more easily 

communicate product value.  

 

Target Market  

By understanding who our customers really are, and understand more about what they think, feel, and 

do, we can better figure out how to create value for them. Making broad assumptions about who our 

customers are can lead to costly mistakes when placing marketing investments in expensive media. It’s 

better to understand as much detail as we can about our customers - beyond the usual demographics.  

 

Select Target Market 
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Customer Profile  

 

Market Segments  

Somewhere in the marketplace, there might be customers who are more profitably attractive and 

worth investing in order to build loyalty. They may not have not been targeted via appropriate 

marketing channels.  Segments can be identified by geography, industry sectors, distribution channels, 

and more.  Mini marketing strategies can be developed for each selected segment.  
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Advertising Placement - Promotion Plan 
 

The promotional plan needs to be centered on a budget based on what the business can afford most 

likely dependent on a percentage of actual or forecasted sales.  Based on goals, the promo plan should 

include the objectives and actions needed to achieve them.  An appropriate and diverse promotional 

mix will increase your overall success by providing many benefits: 

o Attracting most desired customers from your target market 

o Increasing business in general and during slow periods 

o Introducing new products or services and showcasing via special events 

o Making your business more competitive (product/service development)  

o Reinforcing or redefining your brand image  

 

Promotion Mix 

                                           

Figure 1 Just an illustration, not a suggested ratio 
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Promotion Mix Planning 

     To determine strategies and objectives for your promotion plan, consider several 

questions: 

 How will the promotion plan support the overall marketing plan and 

objectives?  

 

 When should the promotion start and end?  Build a 12 month marketing 

calendar and plan out campaign durations  

 

 What should the promotion accomplish (in measurable terms)?  

 

 What message should the promotion communicate?  

 

Choosing Media/Advertising Outlets 

 The media you choose for your advertising can make or break your marketing plan.  The media outlets 

should be based on your audience and objectives.   

Messaging and Content Creation 

Media Type Pros Cons 
Television Can target specific markets 

Reach a large population 
Both Audio and Visual 

Usually expensive 
Limited time for conveying a 
message 

Radio Low cost, frequency creates 
brand awareness 
Specific target markets 
Great for Events 

Not "visual" 
Transitory 

Newspaper Local Area targeting 
Short lead time for placement  

High level of competition  
Low production quality 

Electronic (Internet) Social Media! 
Can be interactive  
Necessary for “Findability”  
Measurable 

Open to negative public 
critique 

Magazine High quality, Niche focused 
Can be paired with Electronic  
Co-op ad space with partners  

Long lead time for ad 
development 
Costly 

Direct Mail  Very specific target marketing  Requires accurate, timely 
information 

Outdoor Signage Provides high exposure Not optimal for targeting  
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 “Most brands still treat their content marketing like advertising. 

For content marketing to truly work, it must be differentiated and 

consistently produced over a long time (like media companies do). 

I’m afraid that most of these content marketing investments will 

go without bearing any fruit … and that’s why we still have a long 

way to go in our content marketing journey.”  

 

Shift focus truly on your audience. Instead of saying “We are going to target this audience” ask “Who are the 

people we aim to help?” If you are like a lot of marketers I know, you think, “Well, there are so many different 

people I can help.” While you have many use cases for your product or service, that thinking isn’t helpful.  All 

those possible segments are your total addressable audience, but that is not very useful from a content 

marketing perspective. You need to be specific. Talk to each segment in a focused effort. Your opportunity lies 

with your core audience – the specific group of people you want to serve.   (Paraphrased CMI Founder Joe Pulizzi) 

 

Adopt a customer-centric strategy for your content 

1. Identify the business challenges that keep your customers up at night 
2. Adjusted the content framework to reflect those challenges 
3. Tie the metrics to the adjusted framework 
4. Audit the content for gaps and fill those gaps 

Other tips from the CMI: 

1. Organize you content by customers’ challenges AND by product categories 

2. Give your metadata as much attention as your content, tag it thoughtfully  

 

http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2017/02/killing-content-marketing-ignoring/
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Develop Relevant Content for Advertising and Social Media 

 

 

 

 

Utilize some kind of system, software, or application that works best for you.  This example is simply 

built on an Excel sheet.  It can be expanded upon and used as a “master” file for sales & promotions, to 

brainstorm content for social media posts, and as all-in-one events planning grid.  Keep it updated so 

you can refer to it next year and compare with the measurable statistics like engagement from social 

media or google analytics tracking visitor behaviors on your website.   
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Build a Marketing/Advertising Budget 

 

Formulas should be added to calculate totals in each sub-category.  Alternatively, set up a detailed 

spreadsheet that follows closely with expense categories already established within your current 

bookkeeping system. The key is to research costs, monitor actual expenditures, and measure what you 

can in order to make responsible marketing decisions into the future.   

Monitor and Measure Results  

When putting your measurement program in place, start by deciding on how frequently you’ll collect 

your data. Try measuring marketing effectiveness on a monthly or weekly basis. You will want to create 

a spreadsheet that documents and track the following: 

1. Marketing goals. If you have several, it may help to put them in order of priority 
2. The key performance indicators you’ll use to measure marketing effectiveness of your content 
3. Your plan for gathering this performance information – what are the sources? Google 

Analytics, Facebook Insights, Advertiser’s metrics reports, etc.  

          #  #  #   


